The following list includes those published items and creative works as submitted by the faculty and staff at IUSB. The list is not intended as a comprehensive list of all works published by IUSB faculty and staff during 2009.

**Arts**

*Michael Lasater*


*Jorge Muniz*

**CDs published**

Muñiz, Jorge. Ángel González. CD featuring "Estampas" for tenor, chorus, and piano. Andante Producciones Culturales (January 2009).

**Compositions premiered/performed**


Muñiz, Jorge. String Quartet No. 4. Selected by the College Music Society Great Lakes Conference. 3/27/09. Central Michigan University. Kalamazoo, MI.

Muñiz, Jorge. Sonata No. 2 for Cello and Piano. 2/27/09. 2009 Music Across the Atlantic Festival. IU South Bend Campus Auditorium.


Muñiz, Jorge. "Lamentations of the Prophet Jeremiah" for Soprano and String Quartet. Selected by the College Music Society National Conference. 10/22/09. Old Church, Portland, WA.

**Biology**

*Peter Bushnell*  


**Business & Economics**

*Douglas Agbetsiafa*  


*Peter Aghimien*  


*Tracey Anderson*  


**Vishal Bindroo**


**Grant Black**

Black, Grant. “2009 Economic Outlook of the South Bend and Elkhart Metropolitan Areas.” Indiana Business Review **84**:4 (December 2009).

Black, Grant. “South Bend and Elkhart Area Forecast 2010.” Indiana University Kelley School of Business (November 2009).

**Kiyoung Chang**


**Murali Chari**


**Dana Costea**


**H. Lane David**


**Mark Fox**


**J. David Fred**


**Leda McIntyre Hall**

Hall, Leda McIntyre. “You are what you wear! Public employee perceptions of the impact of their dress and appearance.” *Academy of Management* (August 2009).


**Brenda Knowles**


**Monle Lee**


**Ying Li**


**Jamshid Mehran**


**Fred J. Naffziger**


Naffziger, Fred J. “Corporate Law, Obama, & Song Lyrics” Proceedings of *Southeastern Academy of Legal Studies in Business annual meeting* Miami, FL (November 2009).


**Anurag Pant**

Pant, Anurag and Sanjay Mishra. “One Shoe Doesn't Fit All: An Investigation into the Processes that Lead to Success in Different Types of Entrepreneurs.” Proceedings of *1st IIMA International Conference on Advanced Data Analysis, Business Analytics and Intelligence*, Ahmedabad, India (June 6-7, 2009).

**Bhavik Pathak**


**Asghar Sabbaghi**


**P. N. Saksena**


**Douglas A. Singh**


Ganesh Vaidyanathan

Dazhong Wu

Haiyan Yin

Chemistry
William Feighery

Computer Science
Hossein Hakimzadeh


Michael Scheessele
David Surma

Dana Vrajitoru


James Wolfer

Criminology
Allen Anderson


Qiang Xu

Education
Michelle Bakerson

Jill Bryant

Ni Chang


David Freitas


**Dan Holm**


**Yvonne Larrier**


**Jeremy Linton**


**Terry Shepherd**


**Denise Skarbek**


**English**

**Nancy Botkin**


Botkin, Nancy. “The House is Quiet.” *Eclipse* 20: (Fall 2009).

**Joseph Chaney**

**Jake Mattox**

**Robert Meyer-Lee**

**Kelcey Parker**
Parker Kelcey. “‘Something is Wrong in the House of Fiction’: Domestic and Gothic Hauntings in Kathryn Davis’s *Hell*.” *MP Journal* 2:5 (2009).

**Elaine Roth**
History

Hayley Froysland


Yosuke Nerei


Dmitry Shlapentokh


Shlapentokh, Dmitry.”History and Interethnic Conflicts in Putin’s Russia.” Contexts, The Journal of Educational Media, Memory and Society 1:1 (Spring 2009).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. ”The Former USSR’s Role in Pakistan fighting.” Defence Review Asia 3: (November 2009).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. ”China, Russia, and the Risk of Explosion in Central Asia.” Analyst (July 15, 2009).

Shlapentokh, Dmitry. ”Kadyrov-Zakaev talks spark concern in Moscow.” Analyst (November 26, 2009).

Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “China Extends Influence with Cold Hard Cash.” The Straits Times (December 29, 2009).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Russia Has ‘Chechnya’ Ploy for Afghanistan.” Asia Times (March 11, 2009).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “China, Russia Face Up to Taliban Threat.” Asia Times (May 15, 2009).

Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “An Iranian ‘Sputnik’ and New World Order.” Asia Times (February 26, 2009).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Russia Flirts from Teheran to Washington.” Asia Times (July 3, 2009).


Shlapentokh, Dmitry. “Then Marx Came Tumbling Down…” Asia Times (September 30, 2009).


**Monica Tetzlaff**


**Lisa Zwicker**


**Informatics**

**Raman Adaikkalavan**


**Murlidharan Nair**


Liguo Yu


Liqiang Zhang


Library

Rosanne Cordell


Julie Elliott


**Vinci Kwong**


Susan Thomas


Mathematical Sciences

Zhong Guan


Morteza Shafii-Mousavi


Philosophy

**J.R. Shrader**


Shrader, Warren. “Shoemaker on Emergence.” *Philosophical Studies* Published via Philosophical Studies “Online First” program (2009) at [http://www.springerlink.com/content/518u4010kr664627/?p=729afc893e984ec49826178af82c0611 &pi=0](http://www.springerlink.com/content/518u4010kr664627/?p=729afc893e984ec49826178af82c0611 &pi=0)

Physics

**Henry Scott**


**Jerry Hinnefeld**


**Ilan Levine**


**Rolf Schimmrigk**


Political Science

**Elizabeth Bennion**

Bennion, Elizabeth A. “I’ll Register to Vote If You Teach Me How: Results of a Classroom-Based Field Experiment.” *The Indiana Journal of Political Science* (Winter 2008/2009).


Gaylord Candler


Neovi Karakatsanis


Psychology

John McIntosh


McIntosh, John L. “Suicide Highest on Wednesday!” Really?! Newslink E-Community (quarterly publication of the American Association of Suicidology), online only, 36:2 http://app.e2ma.net/campaign/25465.ab393472b7d15dfceb661f2a2f1d04fe (October 2009).


Dennis Rodriguez

Sociology

David Blouin

Otis B. Grant

Betsy Lucal

Theodore Randall

Scott Sernau

Rebecca Torstrick

Joshua Wells
World Languages

Julio Hernando


Gabriella Ramis


Lesley Walker